
 CLARA 
 Okay. 
 … 
 I     like     your     //     outfit 

 KIRBY 
 Really? 

 CLARA 
 Yeah     it’s     - 
 Got     this     shiny     // 
 Thing     going     on 

 KIRBY 
 Well     thanks. 
 I’m… 
 I     like     yours     too;     it’s     very… 

 CLARA 
 Thanks? 
 I     didn’t     know     if     I     should     go     sexy? 
 I     mean     I     want     them     to     take     me     seriously     but     also     I     think     it’s     part     of     the     deal     or     -     ? 
 I     don’t     know,     is     it     too     //     tight? 

 JAMIE 
 It’s     loose     in     the     butt. 

 CLARA 
 IT     IS?! 

 KIRBY 
 No     it’s     completely     fine 

 JAMIE 
 You’re     gonna     get     it     caught     on     something 
 Do     you     fly? 

 CLARA 
 Uh.     No? 
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 JAMIE 
 I     fly. 
 Wind     currents.     Gotta     keep     it     sleek.     Also     I’m     proud     of     my     butt.     That’s     feminist. 

 CLARA 
 Well     I’m     not     saying     - 
 Not     saying     I’m     not     proud     of     - 
 Just     don’t     want     to     be     all     about     the     stereotype 
 ‘Sexy     superhero’     lady 

 JAMIE 
 (  punching  ) 

 HOO-AHHH! 

 CLARA 
 Oh     my     god     it     is     kinda     baggy 

 KIRBY 
 It’s     not     that     bad… 

 CLARA 
 OH     MY     GOD     it’s     like     a     DIAPER 

 FIONA’s     humming     gets     louder. 

 KIRBY 
 I’m     sure     you’re     gonna     do     just     great 

 CLARA 
 Yeah?     Oh     god     I’m     so     nervous… 
 You     know:     they     only     do     like     two     of     these     auditions     a     year     and     there’s     only     a     slot     for     like     one 
 woman     at     a     time 
 And     there’s     already     one     who     - 
 Has     my     thing. 

 JAMIE 
 Yeah? 
 What’s     your     deal? 
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 CLARA 
 I     got     the     whole… 
 Super-strength     yada     yada 

 KIRBY 
 Oh     that’s     so     cool! 

 JAMIE 
 I     can     fly.     I’m     also     strong     but     that’s     from     circuit     training.     HIYA. 

 CLARA 
 Yeah,     see?     Not     that     special. 

 KIRBY 
 Well     I     think     it’s     great. 

 CLARA 
 And     how     about     you,     what     do     you     -     ? 

 KIRBY 
 Oh     god 
 Nothing 
 It’s     //     not     even     - 

 CLARA 
 Oh     c’mon,     I’m     sure     it’s     great. 

 JAMIE 
 Yeah,     so     sure. 

 KIRBY 
 I…can     move     things     with     my     mind 
 It’s     really     //     nothing 

 CLARA 
 Holy     shit 

 JAMIE 
 Like,     any     kinds     of     things?     Small     things,     really     small     things…? 
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 JAMIE,     still     on     the     ground: 

 JAMIE 
 HERGGGGGOODDDAMMMIT 

 KIRBY 
 Hey     did     you     see     that     last     guy     they     added? 

 CLARA 
 Oh,     after     the     spring     auditions? 
 Ribbit-guy.     Something 

 FIONA 
 Ah     yes. 
 The     power     to     summon     a     thousand     frogs 

 CLARA 
 That’s     disgusting 

 KIRBY 
 Unsanitary 

 JAMIE 
 (  still     getting     up  ) 

 And     not     really     that     useful. 
 I     mean     he     can     summon     them     but     not     - 
 OOOF     shit 
 Like     they     don’t     DO     anything.     Just     APPEAR. 

 KIRBY 
 But…he’s     a     male 

 CLARA 
 With     a     gorgeous     head     of     hair. 

 FIONA 
 Ha.     And     do     you     know     the     last     time     they     picked     a     woman     in     her     40s? 

 CLARA 
 When? 
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 KIRBY 
 I     bet     never. 

 FIONA 
 Ding-ding. 

 CLARA 
 Shit.     I’m     thirty-nine. 

 FIONA 
 Well,     they     round     up,     sister. 
 I’ve     been     auditioning     every     call     for     the     last     six     years.     And     for     every     man,     there’s     ten     of     the     rest 
 of     us. 

 JAMIE 
 What     about     Super     Woman? 

 CLARA 
 Her     dad’s     the     commissioner.     And     she     looks     good     in     boots.     Not     me.     Something     happened     to     my 
 calves     after     my     second 

 JAMIE 
 Well     we     shouldn’t     just     - 
 We     can’t     just     sit     here     and     make     excuses.     Right? 

 KIRBY 
 It’s     not     ‘excuses’     when     the     world’s     literally     at     stake.     I     mean     - 
 A     lady     who     can     knock     down     three     super-powered     people     with     her     brain     is     objectively     more 
 powerful     than     the     guy     with     a     thousand     frogs. 
 Or     Babe-Slayer.     Isn’t     his     only     power     -     ? 

 CLARA 
 The     power     of     seduction. 
 Yeah. 
 I     don’t     even     think     he     has     special     pheromones     or     anything;     he’s     just     a     guy     who     read  The     Game  a 
 couple     //     of     times 

 FIONA 
 Or     what     about     that     guy     who     can     detach     his     legs? 
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 KIRBY 
 Only     his     left     leg. 

 CLARA 
 Gross. 

 JAMIE 
 Okay,     okay,     I     get     what     you’re     saying.     But     maybe     that     means     we     just     have     to     be     extra-better. 
 Really     prove     ourselves. 

 KIRBY 
 Or… 

 JAMIE 
 Or     what? 

 KIRBY 
 Okay     hear     me     out:     the     four     of     us     are     the     most     powerful     super-beings     I’ve     ever     come     across.     Plus 
 we’ve     clearly     got     patience.     Stamina. 

 CLARA 
 I     am     raising     three     kids. 

 KIRBY 
 Exactly!     What’s     stopping     us     from     forming     our     own     superhero     team? 

 JAMIE 
 Uh…is     that     even     legal? 

 FIONA 
 I     think     so 
 Yes,     I     think     you     just     need     to     file     an     LLC 

 CLARA 
 That’s     pretty     easy     in     the     state     of     Florida.     I     set     up     my     husband’s.     Took     like     ten     minutes. 

 JAMIE 
 And     so     what,     we’ll     just     -     ? 
 We’ll     just     be     this     tiny     little     team     that     no-one’s     ever     heard     of? 
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